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CONTACT

WITH THE OUTSIDE WORLD
The Islanders interned in the German camps were thankful to have any contact with the outside
world. They were initially reliant on the Kriegsgefangenenpost (POW) which were short letter forms
officially censored by the German authorities.
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A handwritten letter written by Cyril
to his wife Gladys. Cyril was held in
the internment camp in Biberach,
Germany during WWII.
GMAG 2005.286.56

Thankfully from December 1942 onwards the Red Cross began delivering
mail and sending regular parcels to the camps.
In addition, “next-of-kin” parcels could also be sent to the Internment
Camps. Relations in Guernsey and the UK as well as The Channel Island
Refugees Committee sent such parcels via the Red Cross. The contents of
these were subject to various restrictions.
Many of these “next-of-kin” parcels from the Islands contained food until
the shortages caused by the German Occupation meant than there was no
longer any to spare. They did, however, continue to send other items like
clothing.

Representatives from both organisations would visit the camps regularly
which provided the opportunity for the room and barrack block leaders to
make requests for various items supplies on behalf of the internees.
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Idunt aut volenim nim quatin velese
consed eugiat, consectetuer sed
magna facin vel et nulput ulla
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A number of radios were secretly made in the camps and used to listen
to British news broadcasts. This was an extremely dangerous undertaking
as radios were strictly prohibited. The radio at the camp in Laufen was
nicknamed the “Forbidden Whisper”. One was also known to have been
made in the Kreuzberg camp.

After a personal request by Garfield Garland, the elected Internee Camp
Captain at Biberach, the Bailiff of Guernsey was able to send a consignment
of carpentry and wood-working tools to them. The YMCA provided the
camps with musical equipment as well as writing and art materials. In the
Laufen camp several gramophones and a collection of records was supplied
as well as a film projector to screen silent films. Textbooks for school and
evening classes were also supplied by the Red Cross.
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Postcard posted to Mr & Mrs J. S.
Merry, No 809, Biberach, Internment
Camp Germany.
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Airmail letter sent to Harold Norris
who was held in camp in Biberach,
7th August 1943.
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Official German postcard for use
to write to internees in German
internment camps during WWII.
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Handwritten postcard
“Interniertenpost” or “Internee’s
Post”, written 19th November 1944.
?????????

A NUMBER OF RADIOS WERE SECRETLY MADE IN THE CAMPS AND USED TO LISTEN TO
			
BRITISH NEWS BROADCASTS

